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Information letter week 48-49, 2019 
My wishes for an early winter this year, seems to have been a bit much to hope for. Now we have 

steady rain and debris, darkness has once again embraced streets and paths. I would like to take the 

opportunity to send an appeal to everyone in the traffic: Be afraid of each other and show 

consideration and care. Slow down, keep your distance and be clear about your intentions. To all 

unprotected road users, I particularly urge you to use lighting whenever possible and ALWAYS use 

reflexes. 

 

I the past week, actions along the Rainbow Avenue have been expanded in scope and Skanska has 

started to carry out excavation work in some places outside the A-, B-, D-, and E-houses. The 

expansion of S-pavilion and the installation of the T-pavilion have come to a stage where you at least 

can imagine the end result, although there is a good way to go before completion. 

 

https://www.akademiskahus.se/ditt-campus/lulea/campus-lulea/ 

 

With kind regards 

Erik Nordenskiöld 

Project Coordinator 
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Overall Campus 
There are many activities going on at Campus now and it will cause increased traffic and movements 

in areas where it´s normally a lot less movements. Be attentive and show consideration. 

 

Unfortunately, there have been some vandalism to fences and violations of barriers to construction 

sites at the Campus area, mainly around the C-house. This is both a criminal act and entails increased 

costs but is above all dangerous. Let us hope that we don´t see such tommy-rots from now on. 

 

Outdoor environment 
During the prevailing weather, the risk of slipping accidents is high. Be carful where you step, 

especially at entrances. 

Our contractors who work along the Rainbow Avenue have been instructed to have sand and gravel to 

use if they cause extra slippery spots. Parkkompaniet has extra oversight regarding the need for 

sanding and gravel. 

 

Rainbow avenue 
Relining of sewage pipes under the Rainbow Avenue will continue coming week and will do so as 

long as the weather allows. Some aberrant odor may occur during the work, the odor however is 

harmless. 

 

During the following weeks, Skanska will continue with digging operations. As been announced 

before, a hole will be done between A- and D-house, to install a new stormwater well. In addition, a 

few minor excavation works will be carried out along the rainbow hall, partly to identify old covered 

wells, but also to measure heights of culverts. 

 

A/α-house 
The Rainbow Avenue will be closed off between A- and D-house for excavation work, described 

above. Some entrances will be inaccessible. Clear signage and reference to alternative entrances will 

be put up. 
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B/β-house 

A common entrance 

A common entrance conducted formal inauguration and commissioning on Monday, week 47. The 

construction site has been formally discontinued. It remains to mount the blinds over the information 

counter. This will be mounted as soon as it is delivered, hopefully before the spring term begins in 

January. 

 

Library 

Sun-Off is mounting sun protection. Barriers outside the library between the B- and A-house restrict 

passage somewhat, if possible, choose another route. 

The assembly will cause some noise disturbance when the mounting to the sunshades will be fastened. 

Consultation with businesses concerned, basically the Polar Research Secretariat, will be conducted 

before disruptive measures are initiated. 

 

Planning is underway for the replacement of a substation inside the Polar Research Secretariat. During 

the replacement, interruptions in power supply will occur. The aim is to perform the exchange during 

Christmas holiday to cause as little disturbance as possible. When planning is completed, affected 

businesses will be contacted for consultation. 

 

C-house 

S-pavilion 

The assembly of the supplementary sections of the S-pavilion will start on Tuesday week 48. During 

week 48-49 the modules will be lifted in place in stages, which will cause limited access along 

Universitetsvägen between the C-house and Porsöhallen while lifting is in progress. 

During week 48-49 interior work will be carried out partly in the new pavilion modules, but also in 

previous modules to dock the modules together. 

 

D-house 
The Rainbow Avenue will be closed off between A- and D-house for excavation work, described 

above. Some entrances will be inaccessible. Clear signage and reference to alternative entrances will 

be put up. 
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E-house 

Indoor environmental investigation 
The indoor environmental investigation will continue according to committed extent. The investigation 

is somewhat behind the planed timetable, but current assessment is that lost time will be able to be 

incorporated. If the delay will affect planned interventions, affected businesses will be notified of such 

and a new proposal of time for actions will be communicated. 

 

F-house 

Recovery after construction measures 

The work with repairing of the damage to the interior walls that was done during the indoor 

environmental investigation is undergoing and is planned to be completed during week 49. 

 

T-pavilion 

Ground work for the T-pavilion will commence at the end of week 48. Some disturbance may occur as 

frozen ground may need to be broken up. 

Some issues have arisen when cars are still parked opposite the Heavy Lab. This becomes especially 

important now that heavy construction machinery will begin work in the area. 

Reminds NOT to park vehicles in the area that are marked for non-parking! 

 

Students house 
Renovation of areas for study sites begins on Monday week 48 in D2214 and D2215. 

 

Pole star  
Work in progress is internal completion and preparation for final inspection, which is scheduled to 

start during week 49. 


